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A B S T R A C T

Presence has become an increasingly central component of Games User Research (GUR) as developments in
technology continuously make modern video games more conducive to the sensation of ‘being there’ in virtual
environments. The quality of games is now commonly evaluated based on how reliably they elicit presence;
however, no standardized objective measure of presence currently exists. This study investigated two physio-
logical measures, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and task-irrelevant Event-Related Potentials (ERPs), as potential
objective indicators of presence in games. A total of 34 participants were divided into low or high presence
groups based on their self-reported presence evoked from experiencing a horror game while task-irrelevant tones
were being played. It was hypothesized that presence is associated with attentional resources being fully ab-
sorbed by the game, which would lead to less or insufficient perceptual resources available for processing the
concurrent game-irrelevant oddball-task. This effect was expected to manifest as a measurable decrease in early
ERP component amplitudes. It was also hypothesized that presence would make players react to emotion-eli-
citing events as if they were real, which would result in more GSR peaks throughout the game while not im-
pacting event response magnitude. ERP components (N1, MMN and SW), GSR peaks/min and response mag-
nitude were compared between the presence groups revealing significant differences in GSR peaks/min and early
ERP components of N1 and MMN, but not in GSR response magnitude. The findings support the hypotheses and
show that GSR peaks/min, N1 and MMN correlate with presence and have potential as presence indicators.

1. Introduction

Physiological assessment of user experience (UX) in video games
through the use of biometrics is a young, but rapidly evolving field
within Games User Research (GUR; Nacke, 2018; Charij and
Oikonomou, 2015). Psychophysiological measurements have only been
used for objective evaluation of subjective gaming experiences within
GUR in the last decade (Mandryk and Nacke, 2016), primarily focusing
on assessment of emotions and physiological arousal (Yannakakis et al.,
2016; Nacke, 2018). The goal of GUR as a field is to create methods,
techniques and tools to facilitate data collection and player experience
assessment in order to optimize usability and UX in video games
(Mandryk and Nacke, 2016). One of the most discussed gameplay ex-
perience factors in GUR literature is the phenomenon of presence
(Nacke et al., 2010), which has seen a surge in applicability as highly
immersive Virtual Reality (VR) technologies develop and become more
accessible (Tamborini and Skalski, 2005; Belini et al., 2016), however
no standardized objective measure of presence exists as of now
(Mandryk and Nacke, 2016).

Presence is generally defined as an overall subjective sensation of
“being there” in mediated content to the point where the virtuality of
the virtual environment (VE) goes unnoticed and feels like the domi-
nant reality (Barfield et al., 1995; Ijsselsteijn et al., 2000). Given the
subjective nature of the phenomenon the most frequently used mea-
surement tool has been retrospective self-report questionnaires
(Ijsselsteijn et al., 2000). While these post-questionnaires are con-
sidered a reliable and empirically supported way of measuring presence
they have the distinct limitation of not being able to provide continuous
insight into the potentially varying experience of presence during ga-
meplay (Insko, 2003). Think-aloud protocols have been suggested to
combat this disadvantage, however requiring respondents to con-
tinuously report their feeling of presence is advocated to be detrimental
to the experience of presence by necessitating them to, by definition,
not be present in the VE while reporting (Wiederhold et al., 2003).
Physiological measures on the other hand are advocated to be con-
tinuous by nature and do not require any obtrusive interaction from the
respondents. Even though physiological indicators, such as heart rate,
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and Event-Related Potentials (ERP) have
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been suggested as objective operational measurements of presence,
relatively little empirical research is readily available that specifically
examines and shows how biometrics relate to the sense of presence,
particularly within the context of GUR (Mandryk and Nacke, 2016;
Ijsselsteijn et al., 2000; Sadowski and Stanney, 2002).

The purpose of the present study is to help rectify this by conducting
an experiment, where all participants play a video game for 25 min
while their physiological responses are measured and where their
subjective experience of presence evoked by the game stimulus is ret-
rospectively assessed through a self-report questionnaire. The experi-
ment is conducted to further the investigating of GSR as a presence
indicator and to further examine the potential of using a more novel
Electroencephalography (EEG)-based approach for measuring presence
in games through task-irrelevant ERP. These two physiological mea-
sures were specifically chosen for further inspection as they have re-
spectively been empirically shown to be capable of reflecting physio-
logical arousal (GSR) and attention allocation (task-irrelevant ERP),
which we hypothesize to be essential concepts for operationalizing the
psychophysiological measurement of presence. The overall aim of the
present investigation is to bring us closer to a standardized objective
measure of the experience of presence in video games. To meet this aim
two specific overarching research questions will be explored:

Research Question 1: Can GSR be used as an objective indicator of
presence?
Research Question 2: Can game-irrelevant ERPs be used as an ob-
jective indicator of presence?

These research questions are deemed relevant because a continuous
and objective measure of presence would enable UX researchers to test
and identify what ‘works’ in practice when it comes to eliciting and
increasing presence in media. This would lead to better experiences that
would undoubtedly attract more consumers by maximizing this highly
desirable attribute of presence (Sadowski and Stanney, 2002).

1.1. Presence in video games

The experience of presence evoked during game play has become an
increasingly central component of GUR as developments in technology
and design trends make video games more inherently conducive to the
sensation of presence by continuously increasing the sensory vividness
of haptics, sounds, and visuals and by increasing interactivity
(Tamborini and Bowman, 2010). Vividness as a term refers to techno-
logy's capability to construct a rich sensory environment that is high in
breadth i.e. the number of sensory channels stimulated and high in
depth, which is describing the degree of resolution within each sensory
channel. Interactivity describes the user's ability to influence the VE
(Steuer, 1992). These concepts relate to presence in the sense that
humans phylogenetically have developed a strong automatic tendency
to accept any incoming stimuli as being non-mediated, unless there is
strong counterevidence, which will trigger a reappraisal process
(Lee, 2004a). So the higher the level of vividness and interactivity in the
VE the less likely it is to be automatically labeled as mediated.

Although many theories of presence exist (Schuemie et al., 2001;
Järvinen, 2017), current conceptualizations of presence in academic
literature have identified three commonly agreed-upon sub-dimensions:
Social presence, self presence & spatial presence (Lee, 2004b;
Tamborini and Bowman, 2010). Social presence is a psychological state
in which the artificialness of virtual social agents goes unnoticed
leading to players interacting with the artificial agents as if they were
real. This should result in elicitation of automatic social responses, such
as social smiles etc. (Lee, 2004b). Self presence refers to the perceptual
state in which players experience their virtual avatar's self as if it was
their actual self. Manifesting as a feeling of having game events hap-
pening to them and not just happening to an expendable virtual char-
acter (Tamborini and Skalski, 2005). The experience of self presence in

VEs is generally linked with a sense of virtual embodiment i.e. the
feeling of ownership and self-location within a virtual body (Biocca,
1997; Kilteni et al., 2012). Spatial presence (or physical presence as it is
also regularly termed) describes the binary (on/off) sensation of feeling
physically located in a VE, including feeling and interacting with a VE
(and objects in it) as if it was real, resulting in mental capacities being
bound by the mediated environment instead of reality (Slater, 2002;
Wirth et al., 2007). According to Witmer and Singer (1998) the emer-
gence of presence is dependent on the interplay of both technological
and psychological contributing factors. A player needs to selectively
attend and be willing to suspend disbelief, which means that they have
to be ready to disregard technological shortcomings of the game and
ignore inconsistencies, in order to feel involvement and immersion, but
a game's technological qualities can understandably make it easier to do
so (Christou, 2014). A game's capacity to focus the players’ attention is
a central determinant of spatial presence (Fontaine, 1992). Witmer and
Singer (1998) advocate that fully focused energy and attention is what
leads to the two psychological states of involvement – a form of mental
vigilance characterized as being cognitively engrossed and immersion –
a feeling of being absorbed by the VE and isolated from other sur-
rounding stimuli (Witmer and Singer, 1988). These two psychological
states are considered as the essence of experiencing presence
(Tamborini and Skalski, 2005). This suggests that a heightening of one's
attention on game events and stimuli within a VE would increase in-
volvement, which in turn would make the illusion of virtual presence
more likely to occur (Sadowski and Stanney, 2002). Highlighting the
interplay between external and internal contributing factors,
Tamborini (2000) argues that increasing technological features such as
interactivity and vividness also heightens the user's sense of involve-
ment and immersion resulting in a sense of spatial presence
(Tamborini, 2000).

Wirth et al. (2007) have proposed a model of the formation of
spatial presence, which expands upon the descriptors of spatial pre-
sence presented above and divides the formation process into two major
steps. The first step involves the user constructing a mental re-
presentation of the space portrayed by the mediated environment by
processing multimodal spatial cues and by relating the perceived VE to
relevant personal spatial memories and cognitions. This mental model
is called the “Spatial Situation Model” (SSM) and it is regarded by
Wirth et al. (2007) as a precondition for spatial presence to occur. The
process of constructing a SSM requires attention allocation directed
towards the mediated environment, which in most cases ensue due to
an interplay of media factors that facilitate involuntary attention allo-
cation and user factors, which motivate the individual to selectively
direct attention resources towards the VE. Media factors can trigger
automatic attention allocation through short-term orienting events,
such as when surprising or interesting stimuli is presented. Attention
allocation towards the medium should be consistent and should not be
interrupted if the constructed SSM is to be maintained, which is why
certain media factors, such as vividness and interactivity, are thought to
elicit persistent automatic resource allocation. They are advocated to do
so by providing a more realistic and congruent stream of information
(spatial cues) that the user can continuously adjust and base their SSM
on. If a user finds the VE interesting then they may voluntarily direct
attention towards the VE, which will facilitate the construction of a
SSM, even if there are no attention-catching media factors.

The second step of the model refers to the actual formation of spatial
presence, which automatically emerges from the constructed SSM
through confirmation of a “medium-as-PERF-hypothesis”
(PERF = Primary Egocentric Reference Frame), which is a perceptual
hypothesis that continuously investigates whether the user is experi-
encing the VE (and not the real world) as the PERF, i.e. the dominant
reality in which they are located. The probability of the hypothesis
being confirmed or rejected depends on the strength of the user's SSM
and it depends on whether the VE remains consistent with our per-
ceptual expectations. A strong SSM binds our cognitive resources to the
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VE and suppresses processing of real world information, which chal-
lenges the user's inherent perception of the non-mediated reality as
PERF. Incongruent information or interferences that would usually lead
to the “medium-as-PERF-hypothesis” being rejected can automatically
and unconsciously be disregarded depending on an individual's sus-
pension of disbelief and trait absorption, which refers to an individual's
innate ability to become intensely involved in the VE without much
effort. Wirth et al. (2007) argue that with enough trait absorption and
suspension of disbelief even a weak “medium-as-PERF-hypothesis”
might be sufficient to evoke Spatial Presence. They also maintain that
Spatial Presence may occur in cases with low involvement and low
suspension of disbelief, if the media factors facilitated by the presence-
inducing technology is convincing and attention-triggering enough.

Wirth et al. (2007)’s model is consistent with the presented con-
ceptualization of presence as an attentional resource-dependent ex-
perience of “being there” in a mediated environment, which is fa-
cilitated by a combination of technological and psychological factors. In
this study, the subjective experience of presence conceptualized in this
section as the sum of its three subdomains (i.e. Social presence, self
presence, and spatial presence) will be measured using a self-report
questionnaire “The Multimodal Presence Scale”(MPS; Makransky et al.,
2017). MPS has been shown to provide a short (15 items) yet valid
subjective measure of presence, based on a definition of the term that is
consistent with the multi-dimensional conceptualization provided in
this section (Makransky et al., 2017). The participants’ subjective rat-
ings on this retrospective presence scale will be used to divide them into
a low and a high presence group. The GSR- and ERP-based measures
examined in this study will be compared across these two presence
groups and correlated with the subjective measure as a way of directly
exploring their potential as operational measures of the experience of
presence evoked by a video game.

In the next section on physiological measures, both of the objective
measurement methods will be discussed and the rationale for using
them will be explicated.

1.2. Physiological measures

1.2.1. Galvanic skin response
GSR, also commonly known as Skin Conductance (SC) or

Electrodermal Activity (EDA), reflects the variation in electrical char-
acteristics of the skin in response to autonomic arousal, which triggers
the eccrine sweat glands resulting in a measurable increase in skin
conductance (Nogueira et al., 2011). Eccrine sweat glands are of the
highest density in palms of the hand and the soles of the feet and they
are mostly involved in emotional responses as these glands are in-
nervated by the sympathetic nervous system (Dawson et al., 2007).

A raw GSR signal is comprised of two primary components: (1) Skin
Conductance Level (SCL) and (2) Skin Conductance Response (SCR).
Skin conductance level refers to the tonic baseline that slowly varies
(tens of seconds to minutes) within each respondent resulting in a
gradually rising or declining SCL depending on factors such as hydra-
tion, skin dryness or autonomic regulation. Tonic level can be sig-
nificantly different between respondents, which means that SCL is
rarely informative on its own (Boucsein, 2012; iMotions, 2018a). SCR
describes the phasic signal that rides on top of the tonic changes. Phasic
SCR has been found to reflect the emotional arousal, which usually
occur around 1–5 s after onset of an arousing event stimulus. The phasic
component is only a small fraction of the overall GSR signal and it
consists of short-lived changes that manifests significantly quicker than
the tonic variations resulting in steep inclines, referred to as “GSR
Peaks”, which are then followed by slower declines back to the tonic
baseline (iMotions, 2018a; Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010).

1.2.1.1. GSR and arousal. GSR measurements have been linearly
correlated with arousal (Leon et al., 2007; Chanel et al., 2006; Haag
et al., 2004), which has led to it being considered and used as a valuable

tool for assessing emotional activity (Mandryk et al., 2006; See
Larsen et al., 2010 for a general overview of how psychophysiology,
including GSR, has been used to identify emotional states previously).

The initial evidence that substantiated using GSR as an indicator of
underlying emotions originated from findings by Ekman et al. (1983)
and (Levenson et al. (1990)), who provided evidence for emotion-spe-
cific autonomic nervous system (ANS) patterns using heart rate, finger
temperature, GSR and forearm flexor muscle tension as physiological
measures. They found distinct arousal patterns across these measures
for six basic emotions, namely sadness, fear, disgust, anger, surprise and
happiness. This led to them suggesting that each discrete emotion is
associated with an innate affect response package that serves to mo-
bilize distinct central and autonomic nervous system resources in order
to facilitate optimal coping with the challenging events that triggered
the particular emotion affect program. The response package for fear
involves eliciting adjustments that narrows attention towards the
threatening stimulus while providing physiological support for the
purposeful behavior of avoidance/flight through an overall increase in
arousal and a redirection of blood flow from periphery towards muscles
of locomotion (Levenson, 1999, 1992). GSR is a commonly used arousal
and emotions measurement tool within the field of GUR (Nacke, 2018)
and its various and distinct applications within the field is well-docu-
mented across numerous studies (Weber et al., 2009; Poels et al., 2012;
Mandryk et al., 2006; Chalfoun and Dankoff, 2018).

1.2.1.2. GSR and presence. The rationale for using GSR as an indicator
of presence is advocated to be rooted in its functionality as an emotion
measurement tool. Presence was previously defined as the perceptual
state in which the virtuality of the VE goes unnoticed inferring that the
VE feels real to the player in that moment. According to Lazarus and
Folkman (1987) emotional responses are triggered as a result of a two-
step automatic appraisal process that unconsciously evaluates whether
you feel as if you personally have something at stake and whether you
believe that you can effectively cope with the environmental demand in
your current state. If you do feel as if you have something at stake and
you don't feel like you can cope successfully in your current state, then
an appropriate affect response package is triggered for physiological
support (Lazarus and Folkman, 1987). As a result, emotional activity
will only be elicited if the triggering mediated stimulus is currently
perceived to be real, i.e. sense of spatial presence, and of importance to
the individual, i.e. sense of self presence.

While the experience of presence or lack thereof theoretically will
determine whether an affect program should be evoked or not in a
mediated environment, the intensity of the emotional experience pri-
marily depends on the characteristics of the eliciting stimulus in the VE
(Brehm, 1999; Sonnemans and Frijda, 1995), such as size and motion
(Lee, 2004a). With fear for instance, the emotional intensity will, ac-
cording to Ekman (2003a,b) and Brehm (1999), depend on how
threatening to your well-being the triggering stimulus is automatically
perceived to be and on the amount of physiological support deemed
necessary to optimally cope with the threatening situation (Brehm,
1999; Ekman, 2003a; Lee, 2004a). The notion that presence does not
directly influence arousal intensity is argued to be supported by studies
done by Reeves et al. (1993, 1996). One of their studies showed that
manipulation of visual fidelity, which is generally thought of as a key
contributing media factor of presence (Tamborini and Bowman, 2010;
McMahan et al., 2012), did not significantly impact physiological
arousal (Reeves et al., 1993). It is suggested that humans have a large
tolerance for variance in image fidelity given that the world is com-
monly observed through a lower fidelity peripheral field of vision, so
fidelity is not a salient feature in the automatic stimulus appraisal
process (Lee, 2004a). Whereas manipulation of media factors, such as
screen size and motion (also associated with presence) that directly
influence the perceived characteristics and salience of the stimulus does
significantly affect physiological arousal levels (Reeves and Naas, 1996;
Detenber and Reeves, 1996).
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Overall, it is argued that if the measured physiological response to a
mediated environmental demand is equivalent to what would be ex-
pected if the emotion-inducing stimulus was non-mediated, then this
could serve as an indicator of presence (Slater et al., 2009). This the-
oretically limits GSR's applications for indicating presence to stress- or
emotion-inducing VEs where the physiological response would be sig-
nificant and apparent if the virtual situation was perceived to be non-
mediated. A horror game was therefore selected as experimental sti-
mulus in this study because of its intended and supported ability to
elicit the arousal through emotional responses of fear throughout the
game.

As mentioned, only a relatively limited amount of studies have ex-
plicitly investigated the relationship between arousal, as measured by
GSR, and self-reported presence. These studies have generally demon-
strated varying results regarding the potential of GSR as an indicator of
presence (Meehan et al., 2002; Wiederhold et al., 2003; Drachen et al.,
2010). While GSR as a raw physiological signal is objective by nature,
the choice of which measurement methodology to use in order to ex-
tract the phasic signal from the SCL is deemed subjective. In GUR stu-
dies utilizing GSR, this extraction process is commonly performed based
on either recordings of participants’ GSR signal during a pre-stimulus
baseline resting-period, which can then be subtracted from the average
stimulus GSR signal or they subtract the GSR amplitude recorded at the
beginning of the stimulus from the amplitude measured at the end of
the stimulus (Nacke, 2018). It is advocated that the varying findings
regarding the relationship between GSR and presence could result from
different measurement techniques being utilized across studies and
from potential problems with these observed extraction methods in
distinct experimental contexts. Mandryk et al. (2006) detail how they
have found that arousal resting rates recorded during a pre-stimulus
baseline period frequently have been higher than the average game
play GSR measures due to factors such as anticipation and nervousness,
which artificially inflates the resting baseline and confounds results. It
is advocated that this problem would be particularly probable to occur
when participants were anticipating playing an unknown horror game.
It is also advocated that, due to the relatively long game stimulus ex-
posure time of 25 min in this study, any potential differences in overall
averaged GSR signal, even if successfully baseline-corrected, would be
obscured or flattened out, since SCRs, as previously mentioned, only
make up a tiny portion of the overall signal and because spontaneous
emotional responses are short-lived usually only lasting between 2/3 of
a second and four seconds (Ekman, 2003b). For these reasons, a peak
detection algorithm was chosen as extraction method in this study,
since this procedure is done by applying a sliding window median to the
raw signal. Using this procedure means that no pre-stimulus baseline
period is necessary and that the length of the stimulus exposure time
doesn't matter as the current measurement window is baseline-cor-
rected against the window preceding it to extract the phasic signal. The
total amount of peaks detected in the phasic signal is operationalized to
be an overall measure of how many emotionally arousing events that
participant has experienced during their entire gameplay session.

In the present study, the overall GSR measurements of peaks/min
detected during the video game stimulus was used as an operational
measure of presence given that it was theoretically advocated in the
previous sections that the consistency of the presence sensation would
determine how many game events would be perceived as non-mediated
and thus evoke a peak-inducing emotional response. To corroborate
that the GSR activity measured were due to emotional responses and to
further explore if presence leads to differences in emotional arousal,
two independent arousal self-report instruments were administered: (1)
A questionnaire by Rottenberg et al. (2007), which assesses the overall
experience of specific emotions, and (2) A self-report scale by
Bradley and Lang (1994) that measures general level of felt emotional
arousal. An event-specific GSR measure was also included in the study
by examining participants’ response magnitude to a jump scare game
event across the two presence groups. A jump scare is a scare-technique

often used in both horror games and films, where an abrupt and un-
expected event is triggered causing a sudden visual change, often ac-
companied by a loud sound. Average GSR peak amplitude, i.e. the in-
tensity of arousal peaks, was used as an overall measure to further
examine the connection between presence and response magnitude.
These measures were incorporated to explore the potential of response
magnitude and overall arousal as possible indicators of presence eli-
cited by a video game.

Based on the advocated mechanical and theoretical relation be-
tween GSR, arousal and presence, three hypotheses will be explored.

H1: It is hypothesized that a high presence group will have sig-
nificantly more arousing experiences as measured by both phasic
GSR peaks per minute (H1A) and self-reported emotional arousal
(H1B) than the low presence group. It is proposed that this is a likely
result of the participants in the high presence group experiencing
spatial presence and self presence for a larger portion of the play
session.
H2: It is also hypothesized that no significant differences will be
found between the high and the low presence groups in GSR re-
sponse magnitude, as explored by investigating both GSR response
to a scare event and average peak amplitude throughout the entire
gameplay session. The theoretical reasoning behind this hypothesis
is that an arguably unexpected scare event would facilitate spatial
presence in the moment as an event like this is advocated to in-
voluntarily orient attentional resources to the game through strong
media factors as they occur. Considering that the mediated stimuli is
the same and is displayed in the same way for both groups
throughout the game, no overall or event-specific differences in
emotional intensity, as measured by GSR, is expected.
H3: Given the expected relation between arousal and presence, the
last hypothesis of this research question proposes that peaks/min as
measured by GSR can be used to indicate presence and predict low
or high presence group memberships.

1.2.2. Electroencephalogram and event-related potentials
An EEG measures the gross electrical activity of the brain generated

by millions of neurons firing at the same time, which produces a large
enough electrical potential that it is measurable along the scalp (Pinel,
2011; Breedlove and Watson, 2013). Unlike the continuous EEG signal,
which represents spontaneous brain activity, ERPs are generated as a
response to specific events and is usually averaged across many samples
in order to obtain a reliable noise-free estimate of the relevant time-
locked electrical potentials that are evoked by a selected sensory sti-
mulus (Andreassi, 2007). Averaged sensory-evoked ERPs reflect dif-
ferent stages of stimulus-processing through a series of positive and
negative voltage deflections, which are termed as peaks, waves or
components, occurring at distinct latencies (time after stimulus onset;
Luck, 2014).

1.2.2.1. ERPs and attention. ERP components have frequently been
studied and supported as indicators for allocation of cognitive
processing resources (Luck et al., 2000; Kok, 1997). The most
valuable method for studying attention resource allocation is
advocated to be the dual-task paradigm (Karatekin et al., 2004),
which involves performing a primary task and a secondary task
concurrently (Gosselin and Gagné, 2010). Dual-task paradigms are
based on the underlying assumption that there is a limited capacity of
cognitive resources available at a given time (Kahneman, 1973;
Wickens, 2002). This is an assumption that has been investigated and
empirically supported numerous times in literature on divided attention
and selective attention (Matlin, 2009). The rationale behind the dual-
task paradigm is that performance on the primary task takes priority
and utilizes the required attentional resources while performance on
the secondary task is dependent on the amount of left-over cognitive
capacity. Studies by Lavie (1995) show that performance on a
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secondary task only decreases if the primary task requires such a high
perceptual load that it exceeds processing capacity to the point where
no or not enough resources are available for the secondary task. In low
load primary conditions performance on the secondary task doesn't
decrement. In task-irrelevant probing techniques, which are based on
the same underlying rationale, the secondary task is extraneous to the
primary task and does not require any response from the participants.
An auditory oddball paradigm, where the subject is tasked with
distinguishing between frequent and deviant tones (i.e. oddballs) that
are continuously presented in random series (Strüber and Polich, 2002),
is generally used as the secondary probing task and it is assumed that
this extraneous discrimination task, will absorb attentional resources
left-over from the primary task, if there are any to spare (Kok, 1997).

The application of task-irrelevant probes as indicators of cognitive
resource allocation has been well-documented and established in stu-
dies examining mental workload during cognitive tasks performed in
mediated or non-mediated environments (Finnigan et al., 2010; Allison
and Polich, 2008; Kramer et al., 1995; Miller et al., 2011; Ullsperger
et al., 2001). In these workload studies, a wide range of ERP compo-
nents have been investigated, such as N1, N2, Mismatch Negativity
(MMN), P1, P2, P3 and late negative Slow Waves (SW). The significant
differences found in the components of N1, MMN and P3 across con-
ditions in these studies were attributed to differences in attention al-
location rather than differences in workload or task-difficulty. The P3-
component however has been shown to not be pronounced when sub-
jects are not required to consciously respond to the occurrence of
oddball tones (Kramer et al., 1995; Pugnetti et al., 1996; Mager et al.,
2000; Kober and Neuper, 2012).

N1 is a negative fronto-central component, which generally peaks in
the latency range of 100–200 ms after stimulus onset (Luck, 2014;
Finnigan et al., 2010). N1 is sensitive to attention (Luck, 2014;
Näätänen et al., 2011) and has long been interpreted to reflect or-
ientation of attention and perceptual resource allocation (Luck et al.,
1990; Kok, 1997; Hillyard et al., 1973; Hackley et al., 1990). N1 as an
early ERP component is similarly assumed to reflect effects of attention
on cortical areas that encode elementary stimulus features in order to
determine whether the perceived stimulus has the characteristics of a
non-target or a target, which might require further cognitive response
(Hillyard et al., 1978). Kok (1997) advocates that N1 activation will be
strongest for target oddball stimuli, which is attended to and it will
decrease with inattention.

The MMN component is particularly elicited in auditory oddball
sequences when auditory irregularities, i.e. oddballs, are automatically
detected (Näätänen et al., 2007). Activation of MMN will usually
prompt conscious perception of the sequence violation due to its in-
voluntary attention-shifting properties. However, MMN and the ac-
companying conscious perception won't be triggered if the change in
ERP stimulus tone is not noticed due to for instance inattention or in-
sufficient perceptual resources available for early stage stimulus dis-
crimination (Näätänen et al., 2011). The auditory MMN component is a
deviant-standard difference-waveform that usually occurs fronto-cen-
tral between 100 and 250ms after stimulus onset (Luck, 2014).

1.2.2.2. ERPs and presence. The relation between presence and
attention has already been theoretically explicated and it is supported
in studies investigating attention as a likely candidate measurement
that correlates with self-reported presence in dual-task paradigms,
where the attentional demands of competing virtual and real world
experiences are measured (Darken et al., 1999; Hecht and Reiner,
2006). However, these studies have not measured attention through an
objective physiological measure and both experimental tasks in these
studies have required actions and responses from the participants,
which is advocated to inhibit the experience of presence in a VE.

In the present study, the irrelevant probing technique was used to
objectively assess allocation of attentional resources between the con-
current primary video game task and the secondary auditory oddball

task. The underlying principle behind using task-irrelevant oddball
ERPs as a secondary probing task in a dual-task paradigm to oper-
ationally measure presence is that, if a player is present in the VE then,
based on the previous conceptualization of presence, all their atten-
tional resources would be allocated towards the game in that moment,
which means that the task-irrelevant beeping tones, and changes
thereof, would not be perceived or attended to. So in the high presence
group, where the primary task is assumed to be high in perceptual load,
an overall measurable decrease in both N1 amplitude, elicited by de-
viant oddball tones, and MMN difference-wave amplitude during ga-
meplay, is expected when compared to a low presence group as a result
of perceptual suppression of the unattended secondary oddball task. An
inherent advantage of using ERPs as an indicator of presence compared
to GSR is that its applications are not theoretically limited to emotion-
and arousal-inducing VEs.

Few studies are available that explicitly have investigated the use of
task-irrelevant ERPs as an indicator of presence. A study by Kober and
Neuper (2012) examined the potential of using resource allocation to-
wards task-irrelevant ERP-tones as an indicator of presence using a VR
simulation of a city, where 40 respondents were primarily tasked with
navigating this virtual city with the goal of finding the shortest route
possible between target buildings. They investigated the ERP compo-
nents of N1, MMN, and SW and only found significant differences in
SW, divided into two latency windows SW1 (400–650ms) and SW2
(650–900ms), between a low and high presence group.

Kober and Neuper (2012) propose that the significantly higher SW
amplitudes in the low presence group compared to the high presence
group found in their study indicated that the low presence group was
not as involved in the VE and consequently more attentional resources
were allocated to the task-irrelevant tones, which they argue is reflected
by the increased SW amplitudes.

A study by Burns and Fairclough (2015) referenced and utilized
Kober and Neuper (2012)’s methodology to further investigate the role
of SW in immersion by having respondents play a video game, “Wi-
peOutHD Fury”, with three different difficulty levels and on different
display types. Burns and Fairclough (2015) found that immersion sig-
nificantly scaled with task-difficulty i.e. the harder the difficulty, the
higher level of subjectively reported immersion, which is a finding that
has been documented in other studies as well (Ravaja et al., 2004).
Their analyses showed that the SW component exhibited a significant
decline when game difficulty increased from easy to hard and from easy
to impossible. They advocate that SW amplitudes in response to a
secondary auditory oddball task is sensitive to challenge-based im-
mersion, which describes a feeling of immersion elicited by task-diffi-
culty on the primary game task (Ermi and Mayra, 2005). Burns and
Fairclough (2015) didn't find any SW effects due to display type, which
they initially hypothesized would induce sensory immersion due to
superior media factors. In the previously cited study by Allison and
Polich (2008) they examined workload in video games using ERPs and
they also found results indicating that the early slow wave (SW1) am-
plitude declined as game difficulty increased (Allison and Polich, 2008).
Muluh (2011) reviewed ERP components employed in mental ar-
ithmetic processing (MAP) studies and found that slow wave activation
has been associated with MAP and linked to general task demands
(Muluh, 2011). These recent findings demonstrate that SW components
are generally thought to reflect task-difficulty, and are not directly
linked to attentional resource allocation as suggested by Kober and
Neuper (2012).

This present study aims to further investigate the role of N1 and
MMN in indicating presence in videos games and even though it's been
advocated that the SW component is more directly related to task-dif-
ficulty (Rösler et al., 1997; Kok, 1997) than the experience of presence,
it will be included in this present study as well to further a discussion on
its relevance to indicating presence in games. To keep findings com-
parable with the other mentioned studies that examine SW in relation
to presence in games, the SW component will be divided into SW1 and
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SW2 using the latency windows defined by Kober and Neuper (2012).
In order to investigate the second and last research question of this
article, which involves examining the potential of ERPs as a predictor of
presence, five underlying hypotheses will be explored:

H4: Since N1 activation is thought to reflect orientation of attention
and perceptual resource allocation, it is hypothesized that N1 am-
plitudes elicited by deviant oddball tones extraneous to the game
will be significantly decreased in the high presence group compared
to the low presence group.
H5: MMN amplitudes are hypothesized to be significantly less pro-
nounced in the high presence group in comparison to the low pre-
sence group. This is expected given that the high presence group is
thought to have less perceptual resources leftover for the secondary
oddball discrimination task so they won't perceive the change in
tone as much as the low presence group.
H6: Given that SW-components are expected to be related to task-
difficulty, it is hypothesized that when comparing the two presence
groups, no significant differences will be found in SW1 amplitudes
evoked by deviant oddball tones.
H7: As such, it is also hypothesized that no significant differences
will be found in SW2 amplitudes elicited by deviant oddball tones
between the groups.
H8: Lastly, based on the explicated link between attention and
presence, it is hypothesized that ERP components can be used to
measure self-reported presence and predict low or high presence
group memberships.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Participants and experimental design

A total of 46 healthy adults took part in this study. The participants
were students from a large European University that were recruited
from the university's social media groups and from flyers handed out on
the university campus. All participants gave written informed consent.
Out of these 46 initial participants, 12 of them had to be excluded from
the study due to excessive EEG/GSR noise artifacts or other technical
issues (such as equipment disconnects). The data analysis was therefore

based on a sample of 34 participants (23 males and 11 females, age
M=24.63, SD = 5.10).

To address the aforementioned hypotheses, the 34 participants were
administered a dual-task paradigm experimental design, where the
primary task was playing a horror game for 25min and the concurrent
secondary irrelevant probing task was an auditory oddball paradigm
stimulus.

For the analysis, the participants were divided into a low and high
presence group based on a median split of their post-game self-reported
presence questionnaire (MPS) ratings (Median = 2.57). This was based
on Kober and Neuper (2012)’s methodology in order to facilitate a
between-subject experimental design, where the described physiolo-
gical measurements of interest and self-reported emotional experiences
could be compared between the two presence groups. A total of 11
males and six females who had an average MPS score below 2.57 were
placed in the low presence group (n=17), whereas 12 males and five
females with average ratings above the established median value were
categorized as belonging in the high presence group (n=17).

All participants were required to have proficiency in English, since
all the materials used in this study were in English. It was also a pre-
requisite that the participants had normal (corrected-to-normal) vision
and no diagnosed hearing problems.

2.2. Materials

2.2.1. Game stimulus
As game stimulus, a 2017 horror game by Wales Interactive called

‘Don't Knock Twice’ was used (Fig. 1). The game is described by its
developers as a “highly-immersive first-person horror game based on a
psychologically terrifying urban legend” (“Don't Knock Twice on
Steam”, 2018). A commercially available game was chosen to enhance
the ecological validity of the study and to highlight the practical ap-
plication of the proposed methodologies.

The actual gameplay involved the participants exploring a haunted
house at their own pace searching for a game character by the name of
Chloe while encountering multiple scripted jump scare events, such as a
bursting window, lightning strike and a painting being flung off the
wall. The game was advocated to be a suitable stimulus for experi-
mental use seeing as it did not require or really benefit from any prior

Fig. 1. Screenshots from ‘Don't Knock Twice’ by Wales Interactive. Generally, all four scenes from the screenshots were experienced by the players during the 25 min
of gameplay.
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video game competency or knowledge as the participants could not lose
or die in the game during the experience and the control scheme was
easy to learn after a short tutorial. The general game mechanics were
also relatively simple as they only involved opening doors, interacting
with objects and moving around. Presentation of game sound was done
through in-ear headphones. The game's sound levels were thoroughly
tested relative to volume of the beeping ERP sounds to make sure that
both the game sound and the task-irrelevant beeps played from
speakers were clearly audible at all times.

2.2.2. Task-irrelevant ERP stimulus
During a training period and for the entirety of the gameplay session

task-irrelevant beeping tones were played through a set of speakers that
were situated two meters in front of the participant's position. Speakers
were chosen as medium for the beeping tones instead of relaying them
into the participants’ in-ear headphones (where the game audio was
being played) because the tones were supposed to feel external and
separate from the gaming experience. The participants did not have to
respond to the tones. The participants were told that the tones were
extraneous to the game and that they were just there to make sure that
the EEG measurements worked properly. The tones were played at a
volume of 72 decibel (average) with an inter-stimulus interval of one
second. They were randomized between a standard 1200 Hz tone
(probability of 0.8) and a deviant 2000 Hz tone (probability of 0.2) with
the condition that a deviant tone could not directly follow another
deviant tone to avoid issues with oddball stimulus refractory periods.
Each tone was presented for 100ms. Methodological decisions re-
garding tone-frequency, tone-duration, probability and inter-stimulus
interval were guided by the previously mentioned study by Kober and
Neuper (2012).

2.2.3. Apparatus
The measurement equipment, questionnaires, training session and

the game stimulus was run on a powerful high-end gaming PC (CPU:
Intel® Core ™ i7-6850 K @ 3.60 GHz; RAM: 32 GB; GPU: NVIDIA
Geforce GTX 1080) and displayed on a 27-inch BenQ ZOWIE XL2720
144 hz gaming monitor at a 1920× 1080 resolution. A standard mouse
and keyboard from Logitech were used by the participants as control
devices. The task-irrelevant ERP stimulus application was executed
from a separate laptop computer (CPU: Intel® Core ™ i7-4710HQ @
2.50 GHz; RAM: 16 GB; GPU: NVIDIA Geforce GTX 860M) during the
experiment.

2.2.4. Pre- and post-session questionnaires
The pre-session questionnaire consisted of demographic questions

(gender, age etc.) and questions about participants’ familiarity with
video games and the horror genre (five-point scale from very rarely use
to very often use). The post-session questionnaire consisted of instru-
ments measuring self-reported presence, general emotional arousal,
emotional-specific intensity and one question regarding perceived
awareness of the beeping tones. They are presented here in the order in
which they appeared in the post-session questionnaire. MPS by
Makransky et al. (2017) was used as instrument for measuring sub-
jective presence ratings. The MPS consists of three previously men-
tioned underlying presence dimensions: Social, self and spatial pre-
sence. Each subdomain is probed by five specific items and they are all
rated on a Likert scale from 1 (‘strongly disagree’) to 5 (‘strongly agree’;
Makransky et al., 2017). The arousal scale from the Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) by Bradley and Lang (1994) was used to evaluate the
participants’ overall level of emotional arousal elicited by the game
stimulus. SAM is a non-verbal pictorial assessment instrument that
measures arousal on a nine-point scale with one being the lowest
amount of arousal and nine being the highest (Bradley and Lang, 1994).
For evaluating the participants’ overall emotional experiences of spe-
cific emotions in response to the gameplay stimulus, a Post-Film
questionnaire developed by Rottenberg et al. (2007) was utilized after

being slightly adapted to fit the use of a video game as the eliciting
stimulus instead of a film. This questionnaire retrospectively measures
the overall felt emotional experience across twenty different emotional
categories on a nine-point scale from 0 (none) to 8 (extreme). However,
in this study only the emotion ratings for fear was used in the analysis
as it is advocated to be the most relevant feeling when examining the
affective response to a horror game stimulus. The post-session ques-
tionnaire also contained a question probing the respondents’ thoughts
about their overall perceived awareness of the beeping stimulus. This
question was scored on ten-point scale with 1 denoting “not at all” and
10 being “completely”.

2.3. Procedure

When the participants arrived at the lab, they were first asked to
read and sign a consent form. The participants were told that the study
investigated the physiology of horror games. When the consent form
was signed the participants were fitted with the psychophysiological
measurement equipment. The data recording quality of the equipment
was then tested before asking the participants to fill out the pre-session
questionnaire. After having filled out the pre-session questionnaire the
participants were then asked to sit and calmly look at a white cross on
the monitor in front of them, while the task-irrelevant ERP beeping
stimulus was played for three minutes. This served as a ‘training ses-
sion’ for the ERP portion of the study, where the participants could be
unconsciously familiarized with the beeping tones as recommended by
Kramer et al. (1995). After this, the participants were introduced to the
game controls and once they felt comfortable with them, the game and
the ERP stimulus was started and the participants were asked to play for
twenty-five minutes. Once the twenty-five minutes had gone, the par-
ticipants were lastly asked to immediately fill out the post-game ques-
tionnaires. The experimenter left the room each time after instructions
were provided for the following segment, so that the participants were
alone in the room while experimental tasks were performed. Each
participant was compensated with a gift card valued at 100 Danish
crowns (approximately 16 USD) upon completion.

2.4. Data collection and analysis

The iMotions Biometric Research Platform (iMotions, 2018b) was
used to setup the experimental design and to collect the data from the
physiological measurement equipment. SurveyMonkey was used to
collect responses from both the pre- and post-session questionnaires;
however, it was integrated into the iMotions platform for a seamless
transition between the game-stimulus and the post-game ques-
tionnaires. IBM SPSS Statistics version 25 was used for statistical ana-
lysis.

2.4.1. GSR data collection and analysis
Raw GSR measurements were performed using a Shimmer3 GSR

hardware module that records electrodermal activity at a sampling rate
of 128 Hz through a pair of bipolar Ag/AgCl electrodes. To avoid
movement interference or artifacts from pressing buttons on the key-
board during gameplay the electrodes were placed on the left central
wrist with an inter-electrode distance of three centimeters (measured
from center to center) instead of the more common finger-based sensor
location. The reason why the central wrist was specifically chosen as
the most optimal recording site in this experiment was due to a study
done by van Dooren et al. (2012). Their findings showed that the
central wrist was the location on the arm that correlated the highest
with the traditionally preferred sensor placement on the distal pha-
langes of the fingers (Scerbo et al., 1992).

A jump scare event was examined in order to investigate the event-
related GSR response magnitude between the presence groups. The
event happened by the end of the designated play time, where the
player is walking down a barely lit hallway, when a window abruptly
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bursts next to them sending shards of broken glass flying towards their
virtual avatar. The event was manually segmented in the participants’
data recordings as a 12 s window with six seconds before and six sec-
onds after stimulus onset. The event-related response magnitude is
calculated and baseline-corrected by subtracting a baseline value,
which is an average of the GSR signal from the six seconds prior to
stimulus onset, from the largest GSR value found in the six second
window following stimulus onset (Fig. 2).

Some participants didn't make it to the event during the allotted
play time, which means that the analysis of this event is done with a
sample of 29 participants (Low presence group = 16, High presence
group = 13). GSR peaks were calculated by running a peak detection
algorithm that applies a sliding window median filter [−4 s; +4 s] to
the raw GSR signal in order to extract the faster emotional related
changes in phasic data from the underlying tonic signal. A low-pass
filter of 5 Hz is then applied to the extracted phasic data to remove line
noise. Peaks are then detected in the phasic data by identifying onsets
(> 0.01 µS) and offsets (< 0 µS) as a way to define peak regions. The
maximum amplitude within a region is categorized as a peak if it is
larger than the set peak amplitude threshold, which in this case was set
at 0.005 µS above the GSR value at onset. A signal jump threshold of
0.01 µS was also used as an artifact rejection method within the peak
detection algorithm. The purpose of this threshold was to reject false
positive peaks due to sudden jumps in the data, such as those that could
arise from movement artifacts etc., if they were not picked up by the
previous filters. After conducting the peak detection algorithm the
amount of peaks for all 34 participants were divided by the exact time
that each participant spent playing the game in order to produce a
comparable GSR peaks/min-measure. The amplitudes of each GSR peak
found with the described peak detection algorithm was averaged for
each presence group as a measure of overall peak intensity throughout
the game.

2.4.2. EEG data collection and analysis
The EEG data was collected and digitalized at 256 Hz using

Advanced Brain Monitoring (ABM) X-10, wireless 9-channel EEG
system with a linked mastoid reference. Nine Ag/AgCl electrodes were
spread across the scalp, located at Fz, F3, F4, Cz, C3, C4, POz, P3 and
P4, in accordance with the international 10–20 electrode placement
system. Conductivity gel from Synapse was applied to the electrodes

and electrode impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. To ensure accurate
collection of the time-locked and phase-locked EEG data (ERP), the
onset of the auditory beeping stimuli was marked and synchronized
using an ABM External Sync Unit in combination with a Cedrus
StimTracker.

The data pre-processing and analysis was performed in EEGlab and
ERPlab while being blind to what presence group each participant
would belong to. The first pre-processing step was to apply a basic FIR
bandpass filter from 0.01 Hz to 30 Hz to the continuous EEG data. After
this, a visual inspection of the continuous data was conducted in order
to reject extreme noise before running an ICA-based artifact correction
procedure to remove components containing ocular artifacts, such as
blinks and horizontal eye movement. The epochs were then extracted
from the continuous data to form frequent (standard tone) and in-
frequent (deviant tone) events ranging from – 100 to 900ms after sti-
mulus onset. The 100ms prior to stimulus onset was used as a baseline
for the following ERP signal. Each participants had approximately 1500
epochs (300 deviant ERPs and 1200 standard ERPs) based on the set
game exposure time and probability of standard and deviant tones.
Epoch extraction facilitated the use of epoch-based automatic artifact
detection approaches in ERPlab that aim to reject noisy epochs due to
for instance muscle activation. The first approach applied was a max-
imum voltage threshold of± 120 µV. Second step was to administer a
200ms Moving Window Peak-to-Peak threshold with the rejection
criteria of± 50 µV (using window steps of 100ms). These two artifact
detection measures led to an averaged epoch rejection percentage of
16.22%.

All the previously mentioned a priori theoretically- and empirically-
guided latency windows of interest were adjusted based on visual in-
spection of the grand averaged signals from across all participants in
order to identify the exact time windows where the peaks and periods
of interest occur within this experimental setup. Measures of mean area
amplitude were therefore derived from averaging the amplitude of the
ERP signal for the following latency windows: N1 = 120–200ms,
MMN = 150–200ms, SW1 = 400–650ms, SW2 = 650–900ms. MMN
is a difference wave that is analyzed by subtracting the deviant ERP
amplitude from the standard ERP amplitude. Overall, no hemispheric
differences were found during preliminary assessment of the laterally
placed electrodes, so only midline electrodes Fz, Cz and POz were
considered in the further analyses.

Fig. 2. Visual example of an event-related GSR peak following the selected scare event (onset: 0 s). The baseline window ranges from -6 s to 0 s and the response
window ranges from 0 s to 6 s. The peak amplitude is marked with a grey circle.
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3. Results

The difference in self-reported presence scores between the low
(participants scoring below 2.57 on the MPS) and high (participants
scoring above 2.57 on the MPS) presence group was examined using
independent samples t-tests. The high presence group scored sig-
nificantly higher in overall presence score and in all three subdomains
in comparison to the low presence group (Table 1). The differences all
lead to very sizable effect sizes, which indicates that the two presence
groups are very different in overall sense of presence, which is deemed
advantageous for the following investigations of research question 1
and 2.

Two independent-samples t-test were conducted to investigate if
there were between-group differences in familiarity with video games
and the horror genre in general as reported on the pre-session ques-
tionnaire, before investigating the two research questions. No sig-
nificant difference between the low (M=3.71, SD = 1.21) and high
(M=3.53, SD = 1.07) presence groups were found in familiarity with
the video games (t(32) = 0.45, p = .655, d=0.16) and no significant
difference was found between the low (M=2.16, SD = 0.57) and high
(M=2.09, SD = 0.37) presence groups in familiarity with the horror
genre (t(32) = 0.43, p = .671, d=0.15). This indicates that the par-
ticipants in both groups did not differ significantly in games and horror
familiarity prior to this experiment's horror game experience.

3.1. Research question 1: can GSR be used as an objective indicator of
presence?

In these following subsections research question 1 will be in-
vestigated through individual examination of the associated hy-
potheses.

3.1.1. Hypothesis 1: significantly more arousing experiences in the high
presence group than the low presence group

This hypothesis was explored through two sub-hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1A examines the between-group differences in the objective
measure of GSR peaks/min, which reflects the amount of arousing
events experienced during the play session. Hypothesis 1B investigates
the difference in participants’ self-reported experience of overall emo-
tional arousal and experience of fear throughout the game between the
two presence groups.

3.1.1.1. Hypothesis 1A: significantly more GSR peaks/min in the high
presence group when compared to the low presence group. An independent-
samples t-test comparing the amount of GSR peaks/min during
gameplay in the low and high presence group was conducted. The
results show that the groups differ significantly with the participants in
the high presence group (M=7.42, SD = 4.63) having more GSR
peaks/min than participants in the low presence group (M=4.51,
SD = 2.46); t(32) = −2.29, p = .029, d=0.79.

3.1.1.2. Hypothesis 1B: significantly more self-reported overall emotional
arousal experienced during gameplay in the high presence group when
compared to the low presence group. Two independent-samples t-tests

were performed to compare the overall self-reported emotional arousal
and the overall experience of fear between the two presence groups.
The findings show that the participants in the high presence group
(M=5.41, SD = 2.27) reported feeling significantly more overall fear
throughout the game stimulus than did the respondents in the low
presence group (M=3.47, SD = 2.37); t(32) = −2.44, p = .020,
d=0.84. The high group (M=7.06, SD = 1.56) also reported feeling
more overall arousal as measured by SAM than did the low group
(M=4.76, SD = 2.05); t(32) = −3.68, p = .001, d=1.26.

3.1.2. Hypothesis 2: no significant differences in GSR response magnitude
between presence groups

As expected, no significant differences were found in event-specific
GSR response magnitude between the low (M=1.26, SD = 1.45) and
high (M=1.37, SD = 1.42) presence group; t(27) = −0.21, p = .838,
d=0.08. This suggests that a jump scare event elicit approximately the
same arousal response across low and high sensations of presence. The
examination of average amplitude of peaks detected during the game-
play session between low (M=0.12, SD = 0.10) and the high
(M=0.13, SD = 0.09) presence group showed no significant differ-
ences; t(32) = −0.32, p= .752, d=0.11. This reflects that the overall
experienced intensity of arousal-inducing game events didn't differ
between presence groups.

3.1.3. Hypothesis 3: the GSR-based peaks/min-measure can predict the
experience of presence in video games

A significant correlation was found between the participants’ MPS
total presence score and GSR peaks/min, r=0.41, p= .016. Significant
correlations were also found between GSR peaks/min and presence
scores for two of the three sub-dimensions of the MPS: Self-Presence,
r=0.41, p = .017 and spatial presence, r=0.38, p = .027. No sig-
nificant correlation was found between the sub-dimension of social
presence and GSR peaks/min, r=0.30, p = .090. A standard linear
regression was performed in order to investigate the relationship be-
tween GSR peaks/min and presence. This method was conducted to
determine how well GSR peaks/min can account for the variance in
overall presence score. A significant regression equation was found
when predicting presence based on GSR peaks/min (F(1,32) = 6.49,
p = .016), with an R2 of 0.17 indicating that GSR can explain 17% of
the variance in overall presence score. As a way to further explore GSR's
potential for indicating or predicting presence, a linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) was conducted as a way to test whether GSR could re-
liably be used to divide participants into their respective presence
groups. In other words, this classification technique examined the de-
gree to which the produced discriminant function could predictively
assign individual participants into either the low or high presence
group based solely on GSR peaks/min as predictor variable (F
(1,32) = 5.25, p = .029; Wilks’ λ = 0.86; Canonical
Correlation = 0.38; x2(1) = 4.78, p = .029). The significant dis-
criminant function based on GSR peaks/min allowed for accurate
classification of 70.6% (Low presence = 76.5%, High pre-
sence = 64.7%; Cross-validated = 70.6%) of participants in agreement
with their original self-report-based presence group membership.
Classification results are shown in Table 2.

Table 1
Results of Independent-samples t-tests comparing presence scores between the two presence groups.

Low presence High presence
M SD M SD t Df Sig. (2-tailed) d

Presence (Total) 1.74 0.42 3.16 0.41 −9.94 32 .000⁎⁎ 3.42
Self-Presence 1.35 0.41 2.51 0.59 −6.60 32 .000⁎⁎ 2.28
Spatial presence 2.14 0.72 3.62 0.60 −6.54 32 .000⁎⁎ 2.23
Social presence 1.72 0.66 3.34 0.87 −6.13 32 .000⁎⁎ 2.10

*p < .05.
⁎⁎ p < .001.
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3.2. Research question 2: can Game-irrelevant ERPs be used as an objective
indicator of presence?

Research question 2 was firstly investigated by conducting separate
independent-samples t-tests comparing the mean peak area amplitudes
of N1, MMN, SW1 and SW2, measured from midline electrodes Fz, Cz
and POz, between the low and high presence group. This was done to
investigate hypotheses four through seven. The results of these t-tests
are briefly summarized in the next sections and illustrated in Fig. 3,
which depicts the groups’ average N1, SW1 and SW2 amplitudes eli-
cited by deviant tones, and in Fig. 4, where the difference wave MMN is
illustrated along with the standard and deviant tone ERPs for both
groups. In both figures, the previously discussed latency windows of
interest are highlighted. The mean amplitudes of the selected compo-
nents were computed for each participant and for each midline elec-
trode. They were then separated and averaged depending on presence
group membership. The last hypothesis of this research question, H8,
builds upon the results of the investigations of the other hypotheses
underlying this research question in order to investigate the proposal
that task-irrelevant ERPs can predict the self-reported experience of
presence and predict the assigned presence group memberships in this
study.

An independent-samples t-test revealed that participants in the low
presence group (M=3.53, SD = 1.33) reported being significantly
more aware of the beeping sounds overall than the high presence group
did (M=2.53, SD = 1.28); t(32) = 2.24, p = .033, d=0.77.

3.2.1. Hypothesis 4: N1 mean amplitudes will be significantly decreased in
the high presence group compared to the low presence group

Significant differences in mean N1 peak amplitude elicited by de-
viant tones were found across the three selected midline electrodes
when comparing the high and low presence groups (See Table 3). While
the N1 peak amplitude was largest over electrode position Cz, followed
by Fz and lastly POz (Fig. 3), the effect size was most pronounced at
POz and second largest over Cz and smallest over Fz. The negative N1
peak amplitudes were overall significantly decreased over all electrodes
for the high presence group when compared to the low presence group.

3.2.2. Hypothesis 5: MMN mean amplitudes will be significantly decreased
in the high presence group compared to the low presence group

Significant differences and large effect sizes between the high and
low presence groups were also found in mean MMN peak amplitude for
the examined electrodes (See Table 3). The MMN findings follow the
same pattern as the N1 results with the MMN peak amplitude being
most pronounced over Cz, then over Fz and lastly over POz (Fig. 4). The
largest effect size was found over POz and second most prominent effect
over Cz and smallest over Fz. Generally, the high presence group had
significantly smaller negative MMN amplitudes across all midline

electrodes than the low presence group did.

3.2.3. Hypothesis 6: no significant difference in SW1 between presence
groups

No significant differences were found when comparing the SW1
amplitudes elicited by deviant tones between the two presence groups
(See Table 3).

3.2.4. Hypothesis 7: no significant difference in SW2 between presence
groups

The high and low presence groups showed no significant differences
in mean SW2 amplitude elicited by deviant tones over any of the
electrode sites (See Table 3).

3.2.5. Hypothesis 8: game-irrelevant ERP components can be used to predict
the experience of presence in video games

Significant correlations were found between the participants’ total
MPS presence scores and the early ERP components of N1 and MMN
across all electrodes. This was also the case for the three presence-
subdomains, except the relationship between N1 Fz and social presence,
which did not reach significance (p = .073). SW1 and spatial presence
had a positive correlation across all electrodes, but it didn't quite reach
significance over POz (p= .055). No other significant correlations were
found. The correlation matrix can be viewed in Table 4.

A standard multiple regression was conducted to examine how well
the ERP variables could explain the variance in overall reported pre-
sence. To limit issues with multicollinearity only the examined ERP
variables for POz were used (N1, MMN, SW1, and SW2), since this was
the electrode that generally showed the most pronounced effects across
the variables and correlated most highly with presence overall. This led
to a significant regression equation (F(4, 29) = 6.84, p= .001), with an
R2 of 0.49 suggesting that ERP variables can be used to explain 49% of
the variance in self-reported presence ratings. The predictive cap-
abilities of game-irrelevant deviant ERPs were further analyzed by
running a LDA with the ERP variables that significantly differed be-
tween the two presence groups (N1 and MMN) as predictor variables,
but for the same reasons as mentioned above with the multiple re-
gression analysis only POz was included. This revealed a significant
discriminant function (Wilks’ λ = 0.65; Canonical Correlation = 0.59;
x2(2) = 13.40, p = .001) that successfully predicted presence group
membership for 76.5% of participants (Low presence = 70.6%, High
presence = 82.4%; Cross-validated = 73.5%). Classification results are
presented in Table 5.

4. Discussion

The present study has investigated the potential use of GSR (re-
search question 1) and ERPs (research question 2) as physiological
measures of presence in a horror video game. The participants in this
study were split into a low or high presence group depending on their
ratings on the administered subjective presence questionnaire. This
produced two presence groups that were significantly different with
very prominent effect sizes in overall presence (d=3.42) and in the
subdomains of self presence (d=2.28), spatial presence (d=2.23),
and social presence (d=2.10). No prior differences in familiarity of the
horror genre or video games in general were found between the groups.
In the following sections the results from the exploration of each re-
search question and the methodological, empirical and practical im-
plications hereof are discussed.

4.1. GSR as an objective indicator of presence

To explore research question 1, the three underlying hypotheses
were examined by comparing the relevant GSR metrics between these
two presence groups.

Firstly, it was hypothesized that the high presence group would

Table 2
Classification resultsa, c for GSR-based LDA.

Predicted group membership
Low presence High presence Total

Original count Low presence 13 4 17
High presence 6 11 17

(%) Low presence 76.5 23.5 100
High presence 35.3 64.7 100

Cross-validated countb Low presence 13 4 17
High presence 6 11 17

(%) Low presence 76.5 23.5 100
High presence 35.3 64.7 100

a 70.6% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
b Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross vali-

dation, each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than
that case.

c 70.6% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.
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have significantly more arousing experiences as measured by phasic
GSR peaks/min and self-reported emotional arousal than the low pre-
sence group. The results show that the high presence group had sig-
nificant more GSR peaks/min than the low presence group, which
suggests that there is a connection between the subjective experience of
presence and GSR peaks/min. To underpin and understand the basis of
this significant and approximately large sized difference in GSR peaks/
min (d=0.79) across presence groups, the participants’ self-reported
overall arousal and emotional experience of fear was examined. The
investigation showed that the high presence group rated significantly
higher overall levels of fear (d=0.84) and arousal (d=1.26) than the
low presence group did. This corroborates the differences found by the
objective GSR peaks/min measure and together it indicates that the
high presence group experienced significantly more emotional arousing
events throughout the gameplay session than the low presence group
did, which directly supports the first hypothesis of this research ques-
tion and it underpins the general theoretical relationship between GSR,
arousal and presence, which were explored in the earlier sections of this
paper.

It was also hypothesized that no significant differences would be
found between the presence groups in GSR response magnitude. This

hypothesis was first investigated by comparing the averaged and
baseline-corrected physiological arousal levels elicited in response to a
jump scare event between the groups. Secondly, the hypothesis was
examined by averaging the peak amplitude for all detected peaks in
both groups. Both these exploratory steps showed no significant dif-
ferences between the groups, which supports the hypothesis that
arousal intensity is stimulus-dependent and not intensified by the ex-
perience of presence. This finding has methodological implications for
future empirical work on GSR measurements of presence as it indicates
that it can be problematic to use distinct experimental conditions for
manipulating the evoked sense of presence, such as comparing a
desktop (lower presence) and a VR version (higher presence) of the
same VE stimulus, if these different presence conditions would influ-
ence the characteristics of the emotion-inducing event stimuli in the
game. For instance with the scare event examined in this study, where a
window bursts sending shards of glass flying at the player, these shards
of glass would arguably appear larger when presented on a VR Head-
mounted display that is closer to the eyes and has a wider field of view
than on a regular desktop monitor. Lee (2004a) advocates that object
size is one of the most primitive cues humans use to phylogenetically
base the amplitude of their reaction on and the bigger the object the

Fig. 3. The figure illustrates the grand average event-related potentials elicited by deviant tones from electrodes Fz, Cz and POz for both presence groups. The
marked areas indicate different latency windows of interest; N1 = 120–200ms, SW1 = 400–650ms, SW2 = 650–900ms measured after deviant stimulus onset.
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more likely it is that it will become a challenge to, or an opportunity
for, survival. He argues that this innate size-judgment module is still
automatically applied when seeing virtual objects on a screen, which
results in larger screens yielding more arousal even if the content is the
same (Lee, 2004a). This suggests that a VR version would result in the
perception that the larger stimulus was more threatening and therefore
would induce more intense measurable arousal in response. It is ad-
vocated, that this change or increase in event-specific response arousal
between such media conditions could easily be misinterpreted as a
function of the experience of presence, whereas the findings of this
study indicate that self-reported presence does not directly influence
response magnitude to game events when the media format and the
characteristics of the event stimuli remain consistent across presence
groups.

Together the support for the first two hypotheses empirically re-
inforces this paper's theoretical conceptualization of presence as a
moment-to-moment binary experience that determines whether a cur-
rent mediated event is perceived as real or not, while not influencing
the response intensity of an event once it has been appraised as non-
mediated. The high presence group is consequently corroborated, based
on the GSR measures, to have experienced presence more reliably and
frequently throughout the game as indicated by their larger amount of
GSR peaks/min resulting from having treated more game events as
being real than the low presence group, where the sensation of presence
is suggested to have been less consistently evoked. This underpins the
practical importance of being able to objectively measure presence as
the design goal of entertainment media products, such as horror games
or movies, is often to evoke emotional responses and in this study
presence is supported to be a central determinant of whether mediated

Fig. 4. Grand average ERPs for each group and each midline electrode. The figure displays the response to the standard and deviant tone and the MMN, which was
analyzed by subtracting the deviant ERP response from the standard ERP amplitude values. The area highlighted illustrates the latency window of interest for MMN
(150–200ms after stimulus onset).

Table 3
Results of Independent Samples t-tests of N1, MMN, SW1 and SW2 across the
three midline electrodes comparing low and high presence groups.

Low presence High presence
M SD M SD t df Sig. (2-

tailed)
d

N1 Fz −2.49 1.78 −1.09 1.05 −2.79 25.91 .010* 0.96
N1 Cz −3.03 1.73 −1.42 1.00 −3.31 25.67 .003* 1.14
N1 POz −1.30 1.14 0.01 0.71 −4.02 32 .000⁎⁎ 1.38
MMN Fz −1.74 1.60 −0.48 1.06 −2.71 32 .011* 0.93
MMN Cz −2.05 1.68 −0.56 1.18 −2.99 32 .005* 1.03
MMN POz −0.93 0.96 0.24 1.03 −3.45 32 .002* 1.18
SW1 Fz −1.14 1.26 −0.50 1.02 −1.64 32 .111 0.56
SW1 Cz −1.35 1.35 −0.71 1.07 −1.53 32 .135 0.53
SW1 POz −0.86 1.24 −0.35 0.82 −1.42 32 .167 0.49
SW2 Fz −0.61 1.31 −0.05 1.12 −1.34 32 .188 0.46
SW2 Cz −0.61 1.28 −0.23 1.15 −0.91 32 .372 0.31
SW2 POz −0.50 1.24 −0.15 1.08 −0.88 32 .383 0.30

⁎ p < .05.
⁎⁎ p < .001.

Table 4
Pearson Correlation matrix showing correlations between ERP-variables and
presence, including subdomains.

Total presence Self presence Spatial presence Social presence

N1 Fz .462⁎⁎ .388* .503⁎⁎ .311
N1 Cz .502⁎⁎ .399* .469⁎⁎ .422*
N1 POz .609⁎⁎ .499⁎⁎ .574⁎⁎ .499⁎⁎

MMN Fz .513⁎⁎ .434* .539⁎⁎ .360*
MMN Cz .563⁎⁎ .449* .537⁎⁎ .464⁎⁎

MMN POz .625⁎⁎ .524⁎⁎ .508⁎⁎ .576⁎⁎

SW 1Fz .271 .309 .368* .062
SW1 Cz .245 .214 .354* .082
SW1 POz .266 .264 .332 .114
SW2 Fz .220 .314 .271 .031
SW2 Cz .145 .134 .225 .029
SW2 POz .212 .186 .244 .125

⁎ p < .05.
⁎⁎ p < .001.
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events throughout the virtual experience elicit the intended emotion-
ally arousing response. As mentioned the high presence group experi-
enced more peak-inducing events than the low presence group during
the allotted play time, which indicate that there have been some events
that were perceived as non-mediated in the high presence group and
mediated in the low group. It is possible that those events, which in-
consistently elicited an arousal response between the groups, might
have been less attention-orienting and less unexpected in nature and
that these types of events would be better indicators of presence if they
can be reliably identified. Future work should examine different types
of game events and events of varying intensities to explore the possi-
bility that a certain type of less salient events might be better suited as a
presence indicator than the intense and attention-orienting event in-
vestigated in this study. However as mentioned, this study also ex-
amined the average amplitude of peaks and found no difference be-
tween the groups, so the findings suggest that event-based response
intensity in general is not a promising indicator of the overall experi-
ence of presence.

The third hypothesis utilized the significant differences in GSR
found between the two presence groups and deals with the main part of
this research question regarding GSR's predictive capabilities when it
comes to the experience of presence. It was hypothesized that GSR
could be used to indicate presence and predict participants’ presence
group memberships. A significant positive correlation (r=0.41) was
found between GSR peaks/min and presence indicating a linear re-
lationship of moderate strength between the objective GSR measure and
the subjective experience of presence. GSR peaks/min had a moderate
positive relationship between the two presence subdomains of spatial
presence and self presence, however no significant correlation was
found between GSR peaks and social presence. This is consistent with
what was theoretically expected based on Lazarus and
Folkman (1987)’s automatic emotion appraisal process that was pre-
viously described, where both the sensation of self presence and spatial
presence were inferred to be necessary prerequisites in order for emo-
tional activity to be elicited, whereas social presence was not required.
This finding is also in line with previous empirical research, which
demonstrates, using the rubber hand illusion, that significant GSR peaks
in response to threats towards the perceived self-location only occur if a
sense of self presence and embodiment is experienced (Armel and
Ramachandran, 2003; Ehrson et al., 2007; Yuan and Steed, 2010). A
significant linear regression was also found as part of the investigation
of this hypothesis. It showed that GSR peaks alone could significantly
explain 17% of the overall variance in self-reported presence. These
measures supported the hypothesis that GSR had significant predictive
capabilities in regards to presence, but as a test of the practical appli-
cations of this, a LDA was conducted to explore how reliably GSR could
predict the participants’ self-report-based presence group memberships
in this study. The discriminant function developed based on GSR peaks/

min allowed for accurate classification 70.6% of the time, which is
higher than chance. These findings combined are advocated to gen-
erally support the hypothesis by underpinning that there is a relation-
ship between GSR peaks/min and presence, which shows that GSR
peaks/min has capabilities for predicting and indicating overall pre-
sence in a horror video game.

The findings of this study suggest that the GSR measurement of
overall peaks/min can be used as an appropriate presence indicator in
very emotionally arousing VEs, such as horror games. The findings also
suggest that response magnitude to an attention-orienting game event
and overall average peak amplitude cannot be supported as potential
indicators of presence. It is possible that unexpected events such as
jump scares are not good indicators of presence because they inherently
demand attention allocation to the VE, which is argued to momentarily
facilitate spatial presence. It is also possible, given that a previous study
has found that GSR generally increases with presentation of an un-
expected stimulus and decreases with habituation (Yaremko et al.,
1970), that intense emotional events are not good indicators of pre-
sence because they generally increase arousal, which might obscure any
differences caused by presence. The results of this study has also sug-
gested that the GSR-based measure of peaks/min is significantly linked
to the experience of self and spatial presence, but not social presence,
which is an insight that has not been empirically demonstrated. Gen-
erally, the results derived from the exploration of research question 1
has practical implications for UX researchers since it underpins that the
GSR measurement of peaks/min can serve as an indicator of presence,
and thereby overall quality, of media products where the designed VEs
aim to evoke emotion-arousing responses through facilitation of spatial
and self presence. The results also generally support the assumption
that presence in arousal-inducing VE can be operationalized as the
amount of emotionally arousing game events experienced as non-
mediated, which is advocated and supported to be measurable by the
proposed GSR peaks/min metric.

4.2. Game-irrelevant ERPs as an objective indicator of presence

To investigate the second research question of this study, distinct
ERP components (N1, MMN, SW1 and SW2) elicited by task-irrelevant
tones during gameplay were explored as possible indicators of presence.

It was hypothesized that N1 amplitudes elicited by deviant tones
would significantly decrease in the high presence group compared to
the low presence group. This hypothesis was supported as significant
and large to very large differences were observed in N1 mean peak
amplitudes across all midline electrodes (Fz, Cz and POz) when com-
paring the two presence groups with the high presence group having
the lowest negative N1 peak amplitudes overall. The high presence
group also had significantly lower MMN difference-waveform ampli-
tudes across all electrodes than the low presence group did leading to a
large effect size difference, which supports the second hypothesis of this
research question. The N1 component has as previously mentioned
been demonstrated to be sensitive to attention with amplitudes in-
creasing with attention and decreasing with inattention to the oddball
tones, so these findings suggest that significantly more perceptual re-
sources were allocated to the task-irrelevant ERP stimuli in the low
presence group during the experiment. The high presence group sub-
jectively reported being significantly less aware of the beeping tones
than the low presence group. This corroborates the theory that the high
presence group's attentional resources were more frequently fully-ab-
sorbed by the primary gaming task to the point where no or not enough
perceptual resources were leftover to consistently process and perceive
the ERP tones or changes hereof in the secondary task. This indicates
that automatic perceptual processing of real world information, as
probed by the extraneous beeping tones, were generally suppressed
more in the high presence group, due to a lack of available resources,
than in the low presence group. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4, where
it is visually observable that the high presence group's grand averaged

Table 5
Classification resultsa, c for ERP-based LDA.

Predicted group membership
Low presence High presence Total

Original count Low presence 12 5 17
High presence 3 14 17

(%) Low presence 70.6 29.4 100
High presence 17.6 82.4 100

Cross-validated countb Low presence 11 6 17
High presence 3 14 17

(%) Low presence 64.7 35.3 100
High presence 17.6 82.4 100

a 76.5% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
b Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross vali-

dation, each case is classified by the functions derived from all cases other than
that case.

c 73.5% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.
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oddball and standard tones across electrodes are more similar in N1
amplitudes than the low presence group, where the averaged ampli-
tudes elicited by oddball and the standard tones are markedly different.
This is numerically reflected by the mean amplitudes of MMN as this
standard-deviant-difference-wave component is elicited by automatic
detection of oddballs in the auditory sequence and it shows that the low
presence group more reliably detected the difference between deviant
and standard tones than the high presence group did. In accordance
with Lavie (1995), this is suggested to be a result of the low presence
group more frequently having sufficient attentional resources leftover
from the primary gaming task that the performance on the secondary
task, i.e. early stage oddball-stimulus discrimination, did not sig-
nificantly decrement. These findings are inconsistent with the results of
Kober and Neuper (2012)’s study where no differences were found
between the low and high presence groups in N1 and MMN. The fact
that no difference in these early processing components were found
indicate that both groups in their study detected the change between
standard and oddball tones similarly suggesting that the groups didn't
significantly differ in attentional resources allocated to the simulation
despite having rated significantly different presence scores.

The present findings that N1 and MMN amplitudes were sig-
nificantly decreased in the high presence group compared to the low
presence group is in line with the theoretical operationalization of
presence as an experience that necessitates full attentional resource
allocation to the mediated content before a strong SSM can be formed,
which is argued by Wirth et al. (2007) to be a prerequisite for spatial
presence to occur. However, the task-irrelevant probe technique used in
this study has the limitation that it does not directly reflect the increase
in the allocation of attentional resources to the game task, but rather it
reflects the decrease in the allocation of perceptual resources to the
task-irrelevant beeping probes. It is therefore necessary to assume that
the total amount of attentional resources available at a given time is
constant and that whatever perceptual resources are not allocated to
the secondary ERP task is instead being absorbed by the primary game
task. The results of this study support this assumption as the early ERP
components, associated with early stimuli processing, elicited by the
task-irrelevant tones differed as a function of the participants’ self-re-
ported presence experience evoked by the game. This indicates that a
measurement of the degree of attention to a secondary irrelevant
probing task is a valid practical operationalization of the subjective
experience of presence in a primary video game task

The amplitudes of N1 and MMN were generally most pronounced
over Fz and Cz for both groups, which supports that these components
are fronto-centrally innervated. However, the differences between the
two presence groups were largest over POz for both N1 (d=1.38) and
MMN (d=1.18), which was unexpected. A potential explanation for
this is advocated to be that EEG signal strength continuously decrease
as it travels further from the source (Pinel, 2011), so only the sig-
nificantly larger component amplitudes in the low presence group is
still measurable at POz, whereas with the high presence group hardly
any ERP component activation is observable at this posterior electrode
site. This finding is argued to have methodological implications for
future empirical studies that aim to measure presence through early
ERPs, since it suggests that even though the ERP components of interest
are fronto-centrally innervated the posterior electrode site has shown
the greatest capabilities for indicating presence.

It was hypothesized that neither the SW1 nor the SW2 component
would be significantly different between the two presence groups. As
anticipated, no significant differences in SW were found, which sug-
gests that the results of this study cannot directly support the previously
mentioned findings of Kober and Neuper (2012). While no significant
correlation was found between SW components and overall presence
score, a weak relationship was observed between SW1 and the sub-
domain of spatial presence across multiple electrodes. Burns and
Fairclough (2015) found a link between challenge-based immersion and
SW in their study, so it is possible that perceived difficulty of the

present gaming task, although not explicitly manipulated or measured
in this study, has had a degree of influence on the participants’ ex-
perience of spatial presence. With a game that is more goal-oriented
and skill-dependent this effect might be more pronounced, but as the
game stimulus in this study was partly chosen due to it not requiring
any prior video game competency it is possible that the effects of
challenge-based immersion wasn't essential enough to the experience
that it would manifest as a significant difference in overall presence
ratings. It is possible that the challenge of the goal-oriented navigation
task (involving elements of mental rotation and memory search to
complete) in the virtual simulation used by Kober and Neuper (2012)
was sufficiently essential to the experience to the point where it sig-
nificantly influenced the overall presence ratings. This could mean that
the participants in their study were divided into low or high presence
groups based on challenge-based immersion resulting from individual
differences in how difficult the participants found the primary naviga-
tion task and not significantly based on interpersonal differences in user
factors of attention, as indicated by the lack of significant differences in
N1 and MMN between the presence groups in their study. This could
potentially explain why Kober and Neuper (2012) found a difference in
SW in their study, similarly to when their methodology was replicated
by Burns and Fairclough (2015). However future work should continue
to explore the relevance of SW components for measuring presence in
video games, as previous and present findings are inconsistent in this
regard.

Lastly, it was hypothesized that the measured ERP components
could be used to significantly predict presence in this study. Both the
N1 and MMN component correlated significantly with overall presence
score across all electrodes. The strength of the correlation was most
prominent over POz, where the correlation coefficient went above the
established conventions for interpreting a strong linear relationship. N1
and MMN also correlated significantly with all three presence sub-
domains. This could suggest that these ERP components are sensitive to
all three subdomains of presence, whereas the GSR-based measure was
significantly correlated with spatial and self presence. A standard
multiple regression analysis revealed that the measured ERP variables
could significantly explain 49% of the overall variance in self-reported
presence ratings, which is argued to be a very respectable percentage
considering that it is an objective measure which is being used to
predict variance in a subjectively rated experience. As with the ex-
ploration of the predictive capabilities of the GSR measurement, a LDA
was also conducted to investigate how accurately the ERP components
that significantly differed between presence groups can be used to
classify each participant's presence group membership. This dis-
criminant function could correctly assign participants into their original
self-report-based presence groups 76.5% of the time, which is higher
than chance and slightly more precise than what was achieved with the
GSR-based discriminant function.

Multiple independent studies have currently found a significant
difference in distinct ERP components when comparing groups with
different self-reported levels of presence in virtual environments. This
present study is the first to our knowledge to find a strong significant
correlation between the subjective experience of presence and the early
ERP components of N1 and MMN, including demonstrating significant
links between ERP components and all three presence subdomains. We
hope that these findings will provide researchers with new methodo-
logical tools and insights that will further the exploration and under-
standing of the phenomenon of presence in VEs and how to objectively
measure it.

5. Future directions and limitations

The findings of this study show the potential of using ERP compo-
nents and GSR measures as predictors of presence and its underlying
components in video games. However, results across studies are in-
consistent regarding which ERP components and GSR metrics show the
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most promise as presence indicators, so further work is deemed ne-
cessary in order to explore this. In ecological settings, UX researchers in
GUR envision a plug-and-record system that can easily be setup to
provide physiological assessments of the player's gameplay experiences
of presence, which can then be used to promptly identify what parts of
the game reliably engrosses the player and which parts fail to demand
the players attention consistently (Nacke, 2018). Before this can be-
come a reality, a standardized objective measure of presence must be
proposed and be thoroughly and repeatedly validated. This study has
taken steps towards this by proposing and testing two independent
physiological measures of presence using a horror game as experi-
mental stimulus. While, in general, both the ERP- and the GSR-based
approach seem to be promising methods for measuring presence as
indicated by the results of this study, more work is needed to further
validate and replicate the methods and findings across different games
and different game genres before the sensitivity of the measurements
can be fully understood and be generalized to a broader GUR context.

A limitation of this study's methodology is that presence groups
were derived from a median split of the participants’ subjective pre-
sence ratings after they had all been exposed to the same game stimulus
and not derived by manipulation of media factors, such as graphical
fidelity or interactivity. It therefore follows that the results of this study
is a reflection of changes in user factors of presence, such as motivation,
willing suspension of disbelief, trait absorption and selective attention,
and not media factors The findings of this study is argued to support
that the proposed ERP-measurement technique is sensitive to attention
and thereby presence as attention is what the overall ERP-based oper-
ationalization of presence is centered around. Given that both media
and user factors are theoretically advocated to impact presence through
direction of attention, it suggests that this measure is sensitive to pre-
sence independently of what factors evoked the experience. However,
future studies should explore and validate the measurement techniques’
sensitivity to presence facilitated through conditions where the strength
of media factors, such as vividness and interactivity, are manipulated.

This study has supported that the participants overall subjective
presence experience correlated with averaged physiological measures
based on data recordings of the entire gameplay session. In order to
someday realize the goal of being able to objectively assess the pre-
sence-sensation induced by individual parts of a game, future studies
should investigate the potential of using the probing methods of this
study more continuously as time-series measurements as a way to in-
vestigate whether time-varying qualities of presence are observable.
Methodologically though, both of the investigated measurement tech-
niques have certain potential limitations as continuous measures. While
the ERP-measurement approach theoretically probes the participants’
presence levels continuously around every five seconds (depending on
the probability of an oddball tone being played), the reliability of ERP
experiments in general is contingent on averaging across a large
number of sample trials in order to get a noise-free signal reflecting the
cognitive process of interest, which arguably complicates its applica-
tions as a time-series measure. Future research should investigate
whether this method is reliable with small segments of the total play-
time, which might facilitate a more continuous insight into the presence
experience. The GSR measure is conceptualized as probing presence
every time a participant would be feeling physiologically aroused if the
mediated VE was real, such as when a stress-inducing game event oc-
curs. However, this study has demonstrated the limitation that intense
unexpected stimulus-events are not a good presence indicator as there
were no significant difference in arousal response magnitude between
the presence groups, which suggest that the jump scare event was si-
milarly perceived as either mediated or non-mediated across the
groups. Based on the promising relationship between presence and GSR
peaks per minute shown in this study, it would be interesting to in-
vestigate further whether using the amount of non-specific and event-
related GSR peaks in per minute-segments could reliably provide
practical insights into the moment-to-moment experience of presence in

arousing VEs.
The current study has assumed and intentionally treated presence as

a somewhat binary construct (bifurcated into non-telepresent or tele-
present), where the ‘scalability’ comes from the percentage of time a
player experiences a sense of presence during the game. This was done
based on the theoretical conceptualization of presence presented in this
article. However, no consensus has been reached as of yet about whe-
ther presence should be operationalized as either dimensional or binary
or possibly something in between (Slater and Steed, 2000). Future
studies could potentially benefit from using the proposed objective
measures of this paper to investigate this further.

In terms of accessibility and practical application, the proposed
physiological measures are considered to be unobtrusive to the ex-
perience of presence during gaming, but currently they require rather
expensive equipment and significant know-how and expertise for both
setup and analysis. Future work should attempt to improve usability by
automating the analyses and constructing ‘presence classifiers’ that can
be used in GUR practice. The GSR measurement approach is a lot closer
to reaching the goal of convenience and accessibility than the ERP-
approach. However, as mentioned the applicability of GSR is argued to
be limited to stress- or emotion-inducing stimulus, whereas this lim-
itation is not expected for the attention-based ERP-approach. Generally,
the study and use of physiological measures of presence in GUR is still
regarded as being in its infancy, so future work is deemed necessary
following this study before we might see these methods being im-
plemented in practice.

6. Conclusion

Presence is a relatively new concept within GUR that hasn't received
a lot of empirical attention until recently. Understanding presence and
how to objectively measure it is considered essential as modern games
are now commonly evaluated based on how reliably they evoke the
sensation of presence in their players (Meehan et al., 2002). This study
found that dividing participants into a low and a high presence groups
based on their self-reported experience of presence while playing a
horror video game lead to measurable significant between-group dif-
ferences across two independent and objective physiological measures,
namely GSR and ERP. The physiological variables that differed between
presence groups (GSR peaks/min, N1 and MMN) correlated sig-
nificantly with presence and they were demonstrated to have potential
as objective indicators of overall presence. The results of this study is
therefore argued to provide empirical support for the use of physiolo-
gical operational measures of presence in GUR and is thought to con-
tribute to the discussion on the topic by increasing the relatively limited
amount of GUR literature currently available, which explicitly explores
the link between either of these two physiological measures and the
subjective experience of presence.
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